Saturn ion 2001

The Saturn Ion is a compact car sold by Saturn between the and model years. It used the GM
Delta platform. Production of the Ion ended on March 29, The Ion was the last Saturn passenger
car built at the Spring Hill, Tennessee plant which was originally linked to the company's
branding, with Saturn owners attending "homecoming" events at the plant. The Level 1 trim,
only offered as a four-door sedan, was the entry-level Ion trim. The Level 1 trim was
discontinued in later model years of the Ion. The Level 2 trim was the entry-level Quad Coupe
trim, and the upgraded trim for the four-door sedan. The Level 3 was the top-of-the-line trim for
both the Quad Coupe and the four-door sedan. It featured a 2. The Ion came standard with a 2.
The Ion sedan went on sale in mid-October , and the quad coupe went on sale in early The Ion is
also available in sedan level 1, 2, or 3; level three signified a more user friendly setup with
power windows and power locks, while lower levels included crank windows and plastic wheel
covers. Other extras included fog lights, sunroof, and spoiler. The Saturn Ion Quad Coupe has
half-sized rear clamshell doors while the sedan has conventionally hinged doors. The compact
5-speed automatic had several unique characteristics. The transmission lacked an overdrive,
allowing for five forward gears to be packaged in the size of a typical four-speed manual
gearbox, both providing close gear ratios for better acceleration and fuel efficiency while
eliminating the heat and parasitic loss generated by the additional planetary gearset. The and
Ion Coupes were available with the VTi continuously variable transmission or a Getrag F23
5-speed manual. For , Saturn also re-calibrated the electric power steering, as well as upgraded
interior materials, and offered new sound systems. In , the Aisin 5-speed automatic
transmission was discontinued. GM's 4-speed 4TE replaced both transmissions, becoming the
only available automatic transmission option. The Ion sedan models also received a new
steering wheel, the same one used in the Ion coupe models. In the middle of the model year, the
seats in the base Ion1 model received upgraded fabrics and a height adjustment feature.
Cosmetic changes included an upgraded fascia with a larger grille opening Ion sedan models
and redesigned wheel covers and redesigned alloy wheel offerings. Under the hood, an acoustic
engine cover was added to the engine bay to reduce noise emissions. Along with that, the Ion
was discontinued after the model year. The 2. The new engine was fitted with the ECU from the
2. An "Appearance Package" was offered for the Ion 3 Quad Coupe, including redesigned front
and rear bumpers, side moldings, elliptical fog lamps , and a chrome exhaust tip. The Recaro
seats in the Red Line version were replaced with black leather-appointed seats, which featured
a passenger -sensing system. The Ion was discontinued after the model year, and replaced in
Saturn's lineup by the Saturn Astra hatchback , a rebadged Opel Astra H imported from
Belgium. The Ion Red Line features most interior features from the standard Ion Coupe,
including its rear clamshell doors , to allow accessibility to the rear seat. Introduced for the
model year was the optional Competition Package. This exceeded the previous record of
General Motors decided to discontinue the Ion after the model year. It was replaced by the
Astra. The Astra shares the Delta platform with the Ion, but is a captive import from Opel. While
Opel offered the Astra in multiple body types, and with other performance options, Saturn did
not import any of them â€” the Astra was only offered with a single base engine, and in 3-door
and 5-door hatchback bodystyles only, in two trim levels. The Ion was the last Saturn to have
brand-specific design cues originating with the S-Series such as plastic body panels. In
February , the Ion was added to a list of General Motors cars recalled due to a faulty ignition
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to help keep you safe. They will try to sell you anything. I wouldnt trust this car dealership. They
have nice looking vehicle however if you thinking they should have minor things fixed like
brakes and rotors before riding off. I was told that they will not fix such things at the price that
they are selling the vehicle for. No safety in that type of treatment. Carlos is the man!! He
answered all my questions quickly and honestly. He made the car buying experience simple and
easy. What a wonderful family friendly dealership. Jay and Bonnie were wonderful to work with
and extremely knowledgeable. It is an absolutely zero pressure atmosphere. Walked away
knowing a lot more about the car and feel very confident I made the right choice. I will definitely

recommend them to family and friends. Thank you, Jay and Bonnie. Very good people I am
planning to buy this van. I am planning to pay cash hopefully they still have the van. Just
inquired about vehicle they were helpful but they couldn't explain why considering the mileage
it was priced so high. But I may revisit. The people were very friendly and helpful. The used
vehicle was in excellent condition and had been extremely well prepped. When our independent
mechanic identified a minor defect, they fixed it immediately. We are very happy with our
purchase, after a long search and experience with a large number of car dealers in the metro
area. We highly recommend this dealership. Working with Sonja at Automax went very well. She
provided additional photos of the interior getting me comfortable buying this Jeep
vehicle-unseen. I appreciate being able to buy over the phone during the week not wasting my
Saturday at a dealership. Thank you! Went to look at car, it needed some minor interior repairs
and cleaned. Interior was very dirty. Dealer said they would and send me pictures but never did.
They then dropped the price and sold the vehicle to someone else. Saw an ad liked what I saw
went in took a test drive with Charles he was nice and professional. I had a great experience and
would have found my vehicle except that they don't do financing. They said they don't have any
of the many used cars they have advertised on their website so the old bait and switch game is
used by this dealer. Staff as helpful in resolving unexpected issue with used car purchase.
Derrick made things right and ensured I was satisfied. Although we did not buy the car we
originally went to look at, we bought a different Mazda. Great dealer to work with, casual but
professional and our daughter is very happy with her new ride! Thanks again Sands Auto Sales.
Manager was very helpful, even offered to let me take the car overnight. Responded to msgs
within hours. Unfortunately it was too far to drive with bad weather to look at the car. The
people Atlas Motors Inc were very professional. They able to complete the transaction through a
few conversations and e-mails. The even arranged transport of the vehicle to CA. Good
discussion over the phone. Agreed to purchase the vehicle. Flying in this week. Great
experience with this dealer ship but not for the price of the car. They were asking to much. Nice
people! Great place to do business. Honest and upfront. Got me into my truck right away. Great
price. Highly recommend. Good deal for someone! Would also handle RI inspection and
paperwork!!! With a roomy interior, ample cargo space, and a more powerful engine, the Ion
started out with promise and developed a following among tuners when it introduced the hp
Red Line in However, for all the progress, enthusiasm died down as Saturn failed to make the
necessary adjustments for interior materials and engine noise. Saturn made plans to
discontinue the Ion in and replace it with the Astra for We'll help you find great deals among the
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search right in your inbox. It's getting new front brakes. Equipped with a 4 cylinder Automatic
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We have been helping people rebuild their credit since and can get you approvals other dealers
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Ontario for 25 years and we treat our customer like a family member. We have sold thousands
Saturn Saturn ion 3 quad coupe. Still runs and drives great. Car just sits in the garage. New rear
shocks New headlamps New brakes Toyo all season winter rated tires Sunroof Power locks
Power windows Cd player Needs a horn for safety Will complete safety if needed but I will add
that to the price of the vehicle I'm in Powell River Shoot me a msg if ud like Excellent condition,
completely rust free, 4 cylinder automatic, runs and drives perfect, great on gas and fun to

drive. Newer tires on vehicle and price includes the safety as well. Buy with Confidence Non-commissioned sales staff! Call for details! Rservez votre essai routier gratuit aujourd'hui!
Ici Roxboro Auto Le client est notre priorit, en tant que tel TOUS nos vhiculessont entirement
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- texte pour une rponse plus Perfect car for the winter. Still runs great, just a little old. Amazing
sound system with sub woofer. Remote starter. Great vehicle for delivery Recently oil Changed
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ces New. Mileage 54, km. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by
browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Saturn Ion inventory from local Saturn dealerships
and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores
and recall history of Saturn Ion with similar vehicles. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond
Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All
new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of
all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete!

